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1. Introduction. Let :Ea,. be a given infinite series with the 
sequence of partial sums {s,.}. Then the (C, 1)-mean of {sn} is given 
by . 

Tn=(_!__l) £ sk. n+ k-O 

Let ,\ (w) be continuous and monotonic increasing in (O; oo) and 
tend to infinity as w-+oo. We write, 

· where 

A~ (w) = :E {,\ (w)-,\(n)}' a,., where r>O 
n<;;w 

=r J: {,\ (w)-,\ (x)}'-1 ,\' (x) Al. (x) dx, 

AA(X)=A11=ao+a1 + ... +a,.= :E an. 
n<;;x 

Also, we write 
r ,. 

C ,\ (w)={,\ (w)}-r A,\ (w) 

=r{,\(w)t' J: {i\(w)-,\(x)}'-1,\'(x) A>.(X) dx. 

C~ (w) is known as the (R, ,\ (w), r}- mean of {A,.}. If C~ (w) 

tends to s as w-+oo, we say that :Ean is summable (R, ,\ (w), r) to the 
sum s (see [4]). Symbolically we write 

~a,. Es (R, ,\ (w), r). 
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~ . ~ . 
We define the (R, ew , r)(C, 1)- mean of {sn} asthe(R, e ,r)-

mean of {Tn}. Thus, writing I(w) for the (R, ew~,r)(C, 1)- mean of 
{s .. }, we obtain 

-rw~ Jw ~ x~ x~ l(w)=atre · 
0 

(ew -e )r-1 e x~-1r., dx. 

If /(w)-'>"sas w-'>"oo, we say that ~an is summable (R, ew~, r)(C, 1) 
to the sum s. Symbolically we write 

~ anEs (R, ew~, r)(C, 1). 

Let f be a 2n-periodic function and £-integrable over ( - n, n). 
Let the Fourier series off be 

00 00 

!ao+ ~(an cos nt+bn sin nt)=. ~An (t) (1.1) 
n-1 n'"O · 

We use the following notations throughout this paper, wheres 
and x are fixed real numbers: · 

rf>(t)=Hf(x+t)+ f(x-t)-2s} (1.2) 

</>1(t)=O )J: ef> (u) du (l.3) 

IJ>1(t)= J: I </>1 (u) I du (1.4) 

e(w)=ew~ (0<1X<l) (1.5) 

d 
(1.6) el(w)=- e(w) 

dw 

E(w, t)=J: {e(w)-e(x)} 1 -le(x)x"'-lsin t(x+l)dx (1.7) 

K{w, t)=J; {e(w)-e(x)}r-1 e(x) (::~) sin2 tt (x+I)dx. 

(1.8) 

In 1942, Wang [2] studied Riesz summability of type e (w) and 
order r>O, of the Fourier series off, when 

L I cf>(u) I du=o {iog/l/t)} (t-'>-0). 
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· The object of this paper is to prove the following theorem concern
ing the (R, e(w), r) (C, !)-summability of the Fourier series of fat a 
point x. 

Theorem. Let 

<1>1(t)=o{/og~l/t)} (1.9) 

as t-+0. Then I: An(x)Es(R, e(w), r) (C, 1) where r>O. 

2. We shall require the following order estimates, which hold 
good for O<r<!l and w-+oo. 

E(w, t)=O{wer(w)t} 
E(w, t)=O {e" (w)} 

. I 

, E(w, t)=O{e"(w)wr<0t-ll t-r} 

E (w, t)=O {e'° (w) w0t-l (log w)<l-r>/r rl} 
_ +O{e"(w)(log wtI} 

K(w, t)=O{wer(w)t2} 
K(w, t)=O{er(w)t} 
K(w, t)=O {er (w) wr<0t-l) tl-r} 

K(w, t)=O{e" (w)(log w)-It} 

(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 

+ 0 {e' (w)(log w)<1-r>/r w°'-1} (2.8) 

Proofs of (2.1), (2.2), (2.5) and (2.6), being simple, are omitted and 
(2.3) and (2.7) may be compared with Chandra ([5], proof of (3.2)). 
The proof of (2.8) runs parallel to the proof of (2.4). Therefore we 
prove (2.4) only. 

Proof of (2.4). For all. sufficiently large w, there is a unique 
number w1 such that 

e(w)-e(w1)=e(w)(log w)-1/r . (2.9) 

Now, 

E(w, t)=(J: + J:' + J:J{e(w)-- e(x)}r·-1e(x)x0t-1 sint(x+J)dx 

=Ii+I2+I3, say. 

Then, for large w, 
fi = O {er-I (w)}. 

And, by the second mean value theorem, 

12={e (w) - e (w1w-1 e (w1)w1°'-1 Jw, sin t (x+ 1 ) dx, 
w' 

(A<w'<w1) 
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Finally, 

I J3 1<Jw {e(w)-e(x)}r-1 e(x)x..-Idx 
W1 

=O{e'(w)(log wtl}. 

Thus collecting the results, we obtain the required result. 

3. For the proof of the theorem we require the following lemmas: 

Lemma 1. (Hardy and Riesz [3], Theorem 16, p. ?.9). Let 
r'>r>O. Then ~anES (R, ,\(w), r) implies that ~anEs(R, ..\(w), r'). 

Lemma 2. The integral 

_1.,, cos (it) 
J-

0 
tcfo1 (t) sin3 (it) K(w, t)dt 

=o{e'(w)}, wo+oo. 

Proof. -(Jw-1 Jw°'-1 J~ J.,,) . cos (!t) 
J- o + w-1 + w .. -1+ ~ tifoi(t)sin3(!t) K(w, t)dt 

where 

~=w"'-1 (log w)<I-.. >Jr. 

Now, by using (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) respectively in J1, J2 and la 
and using (1.9), we obtain that / 

J,=o{e' (w)} (i=I, 2 andr3) 

as w:.+oo. -- Finally, by using (2.8), we obtain that 

J4=o{e' (w)}, w-+oo. 

Thus collecting the results, we obtain that 

J=o {er (w)}, w~oo. 

This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 

4. Proof of the Theorem. In view of Lemma I, it is enough 
to show that the theorem holds for O<r<l. 

Writing Tn(x) for the (C, I)- mean of (I.I), we have (see [I], 
p. 412). 

_ I J.,, sin2t(n+1 )t 
Tn(x)- :t(n+i) o <f>(t) sin2(it) dt+s. 

Now, if the (R, e(iv), r) (C, 1)- mean of {sn (x)} is denoted by 
l(w), then 
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ocr fw I(w)-s=-- {e (w)-e(x)}'-1 e (x) x"'-1. 
er (w) o 

{ 
1 J"' · sin2!(x+l)t } 

n;(x+l) o rfo(t) sin2(!t) dt dx 

ocrrfo1 (re) Jw x"'-1 . = r ( ) {e(w)-e(x)}r-1 e(x) +l cos2(!n;x)dx e w 0 . x. . 

ocr J"' cos (it) . . .• 
+re er (w) o t r/>1 (t) sins (!t) K(w, t) dt 

- ocr J"' trf>i(t) E(w t dt 
2re er (w) 0 sin2 (ft) ' ) 

(on integrating by parts) 

=R1+R2 -Rs, say. (4.1) 
By Le~mas 1 and 2 respectively, it follows that 

Rt=o (1) (i=l and 2) (4.2) 
as w.-+oo. And 

R - ocr 
a-2n;e' (w) (Jw-1 Jw"'-1 f~ J"'-) tr/>1 (t) ·-. 

o + w""1 + wor.-1+ ~ sin2 (it) E(w, t)dt 

ocr 
=2n;er (w) (Rs, 1+Rs,2+R3, s+Rs,4), say. 

Now using (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3), respectively, in R3, 1, Rs, 2 and 
Ra, sand using (1.9), it follows that 

Ra, ;=o {e' (w)} (i=l, 2 and 3) 

as w-,)ooo. Finally, by using (2.4), we obtain that 

Ra,4=o{e'(w)} 

as W-+oo. 

Thus collecting the results, we obtain that 

Ra=o (1) 

as W-+oo and it follows from (4.1)--(4.3) that 

J(w)-+s 
as w-+oo. 

This completes the proof of the theorem. 

(4.3) 
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